Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

Straight Lines

SG1 Gold
SS1 Silver

SG2 DISCONTINUED
SS2 DISCONTINUED

SG3 DISCONTINUED
SS3 Silver

SG4 DISCONTINUED
SS4 DISCONTINUED

SG5 DISCONTINUED
SS5 Silver

SG6 DISCONTINUED
SS6 DISCONTINUED

SG7 DISCONTINUED
SS7 Silver

SG8 DISCONTINUED
SS8 Silver
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

SG9 DISCONTINUED
SS9 DISCONTINUED

SG10 DISCONTINUED
SS10 Silver

SG11 DISCONTINUED
SS11 DISCONTINUED

SG12 DISCONTINUED
SS12 DISCONTINUED

SG13 DISCONTINUED
SS13 DISCONTINUED

SG14 DISCONTINUED
SS14 DISCONTINUED

SG15 DISCONTINUED
SS15 DISCONTINUED

SG16 DISCONTINUED
SS16 DISCONTINUED
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

SG17 DISCONTINUED
SS17 Silver

SG18 DISCONTINUED
SS18 DISCONTINUED

SG19 DISCONTINUED
SS19 DISCONTINUED

SG20 DISCONTINUED
SS20 DISCONTINUED

SG21 DISCONTINUED
SS21 DISCONTINUED

SG22 DISCONTINUED
SS22 Silver

SG23 DISCONTINUED
SS23 Silver
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

SG24 DISCONTINUED
SS24 Silver

SG29 DISCONTINUED
SS29 DISCONTINUED

SG25 DISCONTINUED
SS25 Silver

SG30 DISCONTINUED
SS30 Silver

SG48 DISCONTINUED
SS48 DISCONTINUED

SG49 DISCONTINUED
SS49 Silver

SG28 DISCONTINUED
SS28 Silver

SG47 DISCONTINUED
SS47 Silver
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

SG46 DISCONTINUED
SS46 Silver

SG31 DISCONTINUED
SS31 Silver

SG42 DISCONTINUED
SS42 DISCONTINUED

SG43 DISCONTINUED
SS43 Silver

SG44 Gold
SS44 Silver

SG45 DISCONTINUED
SS45 Silver

SG32 DISCONTINUED
SS32 DISCONTINUED

SG33 DISCONTINUED
SS33 DISCONTINUED
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

SG34 DISCONTINUED
SS34 DISCONTINUED

SG35 DISCONTINUED
SS35 Silver

SG36 DISCONTINUED
SS36 DISCONTINUED

SG37 DISCONTINUED
SS37 Silver

SG38 DISCONTINUED
SS38 DISCONTINUED

SG39 DISCONTINUED
SS39 DISCONTINUED

SG40 DISCONTINUED
SS40 DISCONTINUED

SG41 DISCONTINUED
SS41 DISCONTINUED
Gold and Silver Accent Stickers

Actual Size - 4” x 9 1/2” $1.50 Each

- SG26 DISCONTINUED
- SS26 DISCONTINUED
- SG27 DISCONTINUED
- SS27 DISCONTINUED
- SG50 DISCONTINUED
- SS50 DISCONTINUED
- SG51 DISCONTINUED
- SS51 Silver

Sparkler Class A’ Peels $2.20 each Actual size 2” x 9”

- AC644 DISCONTINUED
- AC646 Turquoise Angels
- AC645 DISCONTINUED
- AC642 DISCONTINUED
- AC641 Pink
- AC641 Silver
- AC641 Turquoise Geo Shapes
- AC643 Silver
- AC643 Turquoise Butterfly/Dragonfly
Class A’Peels

2” x 9” sheet ~ $2.20 ea.

AP136 DISCONTINUED
AP114 DISCONTINUED
AP152 DISCONTINUED
AP127 DISCONTINUED
AP161 DISCONTINUED

AP552 DISCONTINUED
AC915 DISCONTINUED

Ornament made with Merry Christmas Class A’Peel above and Silk Print # SP-166 Goose size.
Class A’Peels

2” x 9” sheet ~ $2.20 ea.

AP104G DISC
AP104S Silver
Happy Birthday

AP107G
DISCONTINUED

AP110G
DISCONTINUED

AP122G
DISCONTINUED

AP131G DISC
AP131S Silver
Alphabet Script

AP133G
DISCONTINUED

AP145G
Wedding Group #1

AP146G
DISCONTINUED

AP147G
DISCONTINUED

AC614G
DISCONTINUED

AC616G
DISCONTINUED

AP108G
DISCONTINUED
Create a rich beautiful embossed metal effect with these pressure sensitive, durable plastic gold stickers. Simply peel off and press on. 2” x 9” sheet ~ $2.20 ea.

Specialty Paper & Plastics

**P1 - $1.90 - Stencil Film**  
8 1/2” x 11” Sheet  
Specially designed, image-sensitive matte film can be used with any copy machine or laser printer for reproducing artwork. Simply copy your design onto the stencil film sheet, peel off the backing which exposes the adhesive and place on the egg you wish to engrave.

**P2 - $2.00 - No Heat Laminating Sheets**  
9” x 12” Sheet  
Use laminating sheets on paper prints to stiffen paper & create your own light up eggs.

**P3 - $3.75 - Clear Heavy Plastic**  
10” x 8” Sheet  
Used as platforms in eggs when you want a light to shine up through.
Diamond Dots

Sparkling shapes with gold or silver edges. Peel and stick. Very Pretty.

Diamond Dots 3 1/4” x 2 1/4” sheet ~ $3.00

DD105S DISCONTINUED
DD106S All Silver Hearts
DD107S All Silver Snowflakes
DD108N DISCONTINUED

DD101GD All Gold
DD101S All Silver Circles

DD102N Green / Gold edge Teardrops
DD103 DISCONTINUED
DD104S All Silver Stars
4” x 4” sheet ~ $3.50
These create the look of frosted etched glass. Peel and stick

AF101
DISCONTINUED

AF105
DISCONTINUED

AF106
DISCONTINUED

AF107
DISCONTINUED

AF110
DISCONTINUED

AF111
DISCONTINUED

AF112
DISCONTINUED